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the late Professor Gran, writing in 1918, still tells
us that Brand is the most living figure in Norway's
literature. If we accept this dictum, it can only be
with the proviso that a living figure in the realm of
art is not always a living figure in an ordinary human
sense. In this respect, and before a European
tribunal, Peer Gynt has surely more of the life eternal
of great creations of the brain than Brand. Brand is
essentially a symbol, an idea embodied in human form;
a very living and vital idea, it may be, but hardly a
convincing living figure.
To me, and I think to all of us now-a-days, there is
another aspect of Ibsen's Brand which we would
rather dwell upon, an aspect that links it up with the
work of Ibsen's later period. Might we not see the
real tragedy of Brand, not in the heroic struggle of
his unconquerable will against untoward forces, but
in a fatal defect of his own character ? May it not
be that his ruthless unwillingness to compromise, or to
let those whom he loves compromise, far from being
a stern virtue in the eyes of God, is a crime—the great-
est of all crimes against the Holy Ghost, the crime of
lovelessness ? Ibsen may not have thought this thought
to the end here; but as his life drew to a close, the
conviction, as we shall see, grew upon him that the
only thing that matters in this world of ours, the
only real bond between man and man, is love—
charity. Brand has committed the crime of John
Gabriel Borkman : he has killed the love-life in human
hearts. And even now, in Brand, lack of charity
appears in the Romantic volte facey to which the drama
owed much of its popularity, but which pulled and
perturbed many of its contemporaries. The God
Brand has worshipped is the Jahve of the Pentateuch,
the jealous, avenging God of the old prophets; and
in the dramatic peripeteia with which the tragedy
closes, he hears from the voice in the thunder that this
God, on whom, with his inhuman demand for " all
or nothing ", he had set his faith—the God of his

